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Abstract

An unsteady Euler solver is modified to investigate the directionality of nonlinear indicial response to a step change
in the angle of attack. An impulsive change in the angle of attack is incorporated by using the field velocity approach,
which is known to decouple the step change in the angle of attack from a pitch rate. Numerical results are thoroughly
compared against analytical results for two-dimensional indicial responses. The same method is applied to investigate
the directionality of nonlinear indicial responses. It is found that directionality is mainly due to the asymmetry of initial
shock locations. Since the directionality of the pitching moment responses is significant in the critical Mach number
region, it is also shown that consideration of the directionality is crucial for accurate modeling of the nonlinear indicial
functions.
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1. Introduction

The accurate prediction of the aerodynamic loads

on a helicopter cannot be achieved without the proper
consideration of unsteady aerodynamics. Unsteady

aerodynamic effects have substantial impacts on the

aeroelastic behaviors of the rotor, vibratory loads and

flight performance. Accordingly, the proper modeling

of unsteady aerodynamic effects of the rotor system is

one of tile most challenging problems for the analysts.

Depending on its usage, there should be some sort of

compromise between accuracy and computational

efficiency. Most comprehensive codes used for rout
ine analyses and design are based on the classical

unsteady approach - the indicial theory - because it

enables the calculations of aerodynamic loads at

relatively low computational cost. The indicial theory

can provide with good efficiency the time domain
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unsteady aerodynamic responses to arbitrary forcing

on the blade. Detailed description about the linear

indicial theory can be found in Ref. (Leishman and

Beddoes, 1986). The indicial method is based on the

linear incompressible theory, which limits the level of
confidences in the flight conditions where the

nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics are dominant

such as in critical Mach number and high angle of

attack. The helicopter rotor environment involves

compressibility effects and changes in forcing at high
reduced frequencies, rendering incompressible theo

ries essentially invalid. Hence, alternative approaches

are required to extend the indicial method to in

troduce compressibility.

Recently, Lee (2003) explored the limits of linear

indicial theory and developed a nonlinear indicial

response method for unsteady airloads predictions.

They extracted the nonlinear indicial responses from

CFD calculations and represented them in functional

forms. The indicial response functions were then used
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with Duhamel superposition to find the unsteady
airloads under arbitrary conditions. It has been found
that the onset of supercritical flow introduces strong
nonlinearities in the flow fields the nonlinear indicial
method yields more accurate results than the linear
indicial method. Directionality behavior was also
examined during the process of identifying the
nonlinear indicial response functions. It was found
that at subcritical Mach number, directionality issues
were negligible however, at critical Mach number,
large differences were noted in the indicial responses
depending on direction of the step input. They
concluded that the directionality issues are of
secondary importance because the discrepancies in
the indicial responses were confined only to an early
stage. However, the origin of the directionality and
the flow regime where directionality is negligible are
not known yet.

One major drawback of the indicial method is due
to the fact that the indicial response is a mathematical
concept and cannot be determined by direct
experiment. For inviscid and incompressible flow,
exact closed-form analytical solutions exist. However,
for compressible flow, no exact closed-form
analytical solutions are available. Although Lomax
(1960) derived exact analytical results of the indicial
responses to a step change in angle of attack, in pitch
rate, and for the a sharp-edged gust in subsonic
compressible flow, they are known only for a short
period of time after the step input is applied. As in
Leishman's work (1993), indicial lift response can be
obtained from the frequency domain measurements.
However, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is
more widely used recently in determining the indicial
responses for various flow regimes (Lee et aI., 2003;
Singh, 1997). CFD yields reliable results from the
comparison of reliable experiment or analytical
results. CFD has another advantage in that it can
provide the time history of the pressure distributions
around the airfoil, so it enables a detailed physical
investigation of the flow field. In the present work, an
unsteady Euler solver is modified to investigate the
indicial responses to a step change in angle of attack.
The incorporation of a step change into CFD is
performed by using field velocity approach suggested
by Baeder (1997). The field velocity approach leads
to a natural decoupling of input parameters such as
angle of attack and pitch rate, and this decoupling is
crucial in determining the indicial responses. There
are theoretically no different indicial responses bet-

ween the change angle of attack from 2° to 4° and the
change angle of attack from 4° to 2°, in a fixed Mach
number, but in actually there are some di-fferences
because of the shock in transonic region and so on.
This specific character of the indicial responses is
labeled as directionality.

The principal aim of the present work is twofold.
One is to develop a reliable computational tool to
obtain linear and nonlinear indicial responses and
their functional forms. To this end, an Euler solver is
modified by using the field velocity approach, by
which the step input is incorporated in the CFD code.
Validation has been made by comparing the com
puted results with the exact closed-form analytical
solutions.

Next, it is intended to show that the consideration
of the directionality is essential when modeling the
indicial response functions at the critical Mach
number. First, the indicial responses are obtained for
different mean angles of attack and step inputs and
the origin of the directional asymmetry is discussed. It
is found that the directionality due to the nonlinearity
of the flow tields is not negligible for most critical
Mach numbers and asymmetry remains for a long
time after the step input is applied ( s > 70 ).

2. Numerical approach

2.1 Governing equations

Two-dimensional unsteady Euler equations are
used for this study. By introducing the general
curvilinear coordinate system ¢=,; (t. x, y) and 1]= I] (t,
x, y), the governing equations are written in con
servative form.

(I)

In Eq. (I), Q represents the conservative variables
[p, pu, PI', pef in a two-dimensional problem. E and
F are the convection terms. t, is the computational
time and t is physical time and J = c;J7.vT7x~v stands
for the transformation Jacobian. All geometric
variables are non-dimensionalized by the airfoil chord
length c, density p by the free stream density p=, and
velocity u, v by speed ofsound a=, separately.

Dual time stepping method was used to obtain
higher order temporal accuracy for unsteady flow
fields. Roe's flux difference scheme is used for spatial
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2.3 Indicial Method

resultant velocity field becomes Sitarman and Baeder
(2004).

x) +y.J +wrk=(xr-u')f +(Yr-v')]+(zr-w')k

(3)

v= (u -Xr + u')f +(v- Y, + v')] + (w- z, + w)k
(2)

(5)

(4)

. r deJ(t) = j (0) + -¢J(t - a)da
da

dJIJ(t)=J(O)+M- . . + ...
dt: ,.or,

If the response dJ /at: depends only on the

elapsed time from the perturbation Se , then it may
be shown that the formal solution for J(t) is the

well-known Duhamel integral

The field velocity approach models this changed
velocity field by changing the grid velocities. The
modified grid velocities are defined as

The indicial approach is based on the concept that
an aerodynamic response J(t) can be linearized with

respect to its forcing function t:(t) , but only if J(t)

is a smooth function of t:(t). This allows the repre

sentation of J(t) in a Taylor series about some

value of e = e, , i. e. Leishman (2006),

where ¢J(t) = aJ /at:I,."" 0 •

Hence, if the forcing function e is known and if
¢(t) is also known, then solving the Duhamel integral
gives a solution to !(t) for any arbitrary changes in
t:(t) .

Approximate functional representations of a two
dimensional response are in general represented as a
summation of exponential functions which decay
with nondimensional time (s). Non-dimensional time
s is defined as the distance traveled in semi-chords by
the airfoil from the instant of the indicial
change (s=2UJ / c) .

The aerodynamic response to changes in the angle
of attack and pitch rate consists of circulatory and
noncirculatory parts. The circulatory part is associated

discretization of inviscid terms. Computation time has
been greatly reduced by parallel computing for which
LU-SGS (Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel)
method is employed.

For steady calculations, convergence criteria were
set to 10,6 based on the residual of density. A 259x61
C-type grid with 159 points on the airfoil surface was
used for the baseline of a clean airfoil. C-type
127 x 45, 259 x 61 and 323 x 91 grids are used for
spatial convergence check and physical time step is
varied with 0.1022, 0.0510 (single period divided by
1440 physical time step), and 0.0255 is used for
temporal accuracy check. As a result of these con
vergence tests, convergence criteria were well ma
tched to 10,6 and there are no significant'differences
in these tests. Therefore, the results of these tests are
not shown in this study.

2.2 Field velocity approach

It is necessary to incorporate a step change into the
CFD codes for direct indicial response calculations.
However, this is quite challenging since the step
change in one of the parameters - e.g., angle of attack
- may change another input so that the output may
not be the correct indicial response. For example, if
the airfoil is suddenly exposed to the flow at a
different angle of attack, then the airfoil will also
experience an infinite pitch rate. Then, the response
will certainly be a reflection of a step change in the
angle of attack as well as an impulsive change in the
pitch rate.

In order to overcome the coupling issue, the field
velocity approach is used in the present unsteady
solvers. In the field velocity approach, the unsteady
flow is modeled via grid movement. The basic idea is
to incorporate the step change in the input as a step
change in the grid velocity over the entire flow
domain. For example, a step change in the angle of
attack is incorporated as a step change in the vertical
velocity over the all flow domain, which is equivalent
to a step change in the angle of attack. It should be
noted that there is no coupling influence on pitch rate
because the airfoil does not undergo any pitching
motion. Hence, the indicial response of a step change
in the pitch rate is decoupled from that in the angle of
attack. As will be shown later, the approach is found
to be numerically robust and yields reliable results
compared with exact analytic solutions.

Let the induced velocity by the vortex wake be
represented by the velocity field (u', v', w') . Then the
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with the formation of circulation around the airfoil,
and the noncirculatory part is associated with
apparent mass effects.

The functional forms of the lift and pitching
moment response for a step change in the angle of
attack and pitch rate obtained by Leishman (2006) are
given as follows

C (s) 4
~=M1J;(s,M)+Cnn1J~(s,M) (6)

Cm.(s) =-~~an'(s,M)+C ~a'(s,M)(O.25-xaJ
ex M' nn

(7)

Cn"q(S) = ~1J;(S,M)+2Cnn1J:(S,M) (8)

Cm,,(s) =__7_~"'(s,M)_Cn,,~, (s,M) (9)
q 12M q. 4 q.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Spatial and temporal sensitivity study

To validate the suitability of the present numerical
approach, the two-dimensional indicial response of
NACA 0006 airfoil to a step change in the angle of
attack is nwnerically obtained. Unsteady computations
are performed in response to I and 2 degree step
incidence using the steady data as initial conditions.

A grid sensitivity study was performed to obtain the
unsteady indicial responses for the NACA 0006
airfoiL The effect of grid density was investigated for
different chordwise as well as normal directions.
Three different grids - 181 x 31, 271 x 45 and
363 x 61 were used. Grid points were clustered
properly to capture the high gradient around the
stagnation point and trailing edge. In all grids, the far
boundary was extended to at least 10 chord lengths
from the airfoil center.

Figure I shows no significant change in the indicial

10,---------------0.'

In these equations, Cn" is a slope of normal force

coefficient versus ex curve and for incompressible

flow, C = 2;r , where fJ = ,./I - M' . The subscript
"" fJ

of these equations ex, means the components

resulting from angle of attack and q means the airfoil
nondimensional pitch rate. And the superscripts of
above equations, nc and c, mean the noncirculatory
part and the circulatory part.

The functional forms and coefficients of the
circulatory and non-circulatory indicial response
functions were obtained by Leishman and are given
as follows. The circulatory lift functions 1J~(s, iv!)

take the form

NACA 0006, M""O.5

C'ane(IIlI~JIJ

Medium (271°45)
Dcn~<;'IJ6J·6IJ

~ 4 6 8
Distance traveled by semi-chords.s

(a) Grid Density

-0.5

"-I :::!ij
:,;

.,

10,---------------,0.5
NACA 0006, M=O.5

A two term exponential function is used to represent
the indicial response as in Leishman. The non
circulatory lift functions 1J;(s,M) is given as

N •

1J~(s,M) = 1- LAie-h,/h
i=!

(10)

(11)

- <JRlOI
drO.OOI
dRU.lOO1

--,//

·0,5

"-I .:2s
U
."

-1.5

-z

where Ta is a time constant of decay of the non

circulatory loading. The coefficients Ai and b, can

be determined by optimization method Leishman
(2006).

2: 4 6 g
Distance traveled by semi-chords.s

(b) Time step size

Fig. I. Influence of Grid Density and Time Step. (NACA
0006 airfoil, M_ = 0.5,a", = 0' ,L'1a~ 2" )
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16,---,-------,-------,-------...,---,

(b) Pitching moment response

Fig. 2. Comparison of CFO results for a step change in angle
of attack with exact linear theory.
for O$s$2M/(I+M) at M_=0.3,O.S,O.8

response due to the grid density. There is a slight
discrepancy in the pitching moment around s = 2 ,
but the estimated error is within 1%. The results
suggest that a coarse grid with 181 x 31 points is
sufficient for the current calculations. All the
computational results shown hereafter are obtained on
the coarse grid.

The sensitivity to the size of the time step
was also studied for three different time steps
(ds =0.01,0.001,0.0001). As in the grid sensitivity
study, the computed results are found to be insensitive
to the time steps. It is concluded that the level oferror
due to time steps is negligible so all the computations
hereafter are performed for the coarsest time step,
ds =0.01.

3.2 Code validation

An exact closed-form expression of the initial
aerodynamic response of a flat plate can be
determined by using piston theory derived by Lomax,
in which the changes in lift and pitching moment are
given as Manglano-Villamartin (2005),

~CvCs) =~(I_I-M s)
~a M 2M

~C",(S)=_~(I_I-Ms+M-2 s') (\2)
~a M 2M 4M

And the change of pressure distribution due to step
change in the angle of attack is also given as,

14

·1

a CFD.M~.J

CFD.M~.5

c CFD, M=O.8

--- Analytic, M=O.3
- - - - Analytic. M=O.5
--_.-.- Analytic, M=O.8

Distance traveled by semi-chords.s

(a) Lift response

a CFD. M~"~.~ .lJ. CFD, M=O.5

a CFD. M-<J.8
--- Analytic. M::oO.3
- - - - Analytic. M=O.5
_._._.- Analytic, M=O.8 ;

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Distance traveled by semi-chords.s

~Cp(x,i) =9\f 8 i-x'

~a lJr(l+M) ui s «

4 [ _,(i(l+M -2)C-X')J+-- cos -'---;;-,----'---'--
JrM t(l-M)

-cos-' ( 2X;~I~I~~1)JJ!
(13)

with x' = x - Mi and i = s / 2M for the period of
time 0 < S ::; 2M /(1 + M) , and 9\ means the real
part where the real parts of the arc cosine of numbers
greater than \ and less than I are 0 and 1t, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the computed
and exact analytic results for a small period of time
for M_ = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8.

As shown in the figure, the computed results are in

good agreement with the analytic results. However, a
small discrepancy was found in the case of the higher
Mach number. This is reasonable in that the piston
theory is based on the linear theory. Hence, it is
expected that the agreement will be worse where the
nonlinear effects become dominant.

The development of pressure response to step input
in the angle of attack is shown in Fig. 3. The analytic
solutions from linear compressible theory are also
plotted. Unlike the aerodynamic coefficients such as
lift and pitching moment, the chordwise pressure
distribution has inherently local and temporal nature,
so that it can be a good validation for the numerical
code accuracy. The exact analytic solutions are
available only for a short period of time after the step
input due to the aerodynamic interaction of the
forward moving waves and the backward moving
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M9J.3

--- FO.I. CFD
- - - - t=O.2,CFO

FO.4. CFD
---- FO.6.CFD

t=O.l. Analytic
t>:O,2. Analytic

o t=OA, Analytic
o t=O.6.Analytic

waves. The comparison is made for M_ = 0.3 ,

0.5 and 0.8. Excellent agreement between the

computed and the analytical results is found for all
cases. The propagation of the pressure waves from the
leading edge and the trailing edge are captured with
good accuracy. However, as expected for higher
Mach number, 0.8, the agreement with analytic
results becomes worse due the neglect of the
transonic effects of the piston theory as well as the
thickness effect ofthe airfoil.

Overall, it is concluded that the numerical results
are found to be reliable enough for further study.

0.2 004 0.6
xJC

0.8
3.3 Directionality in subcritical Mach number

14,-------------------,

Figure 4 shows the normalized indicial responses at
the subcritical Mach number, 0.5 for the NACA 0006

u",=O"••\u=I"
(1",=0",,\(1=2"

::,~: :~::::~:;:;::

M '" 0.5, NACA 0006

10

12

OJ 8
'::!O
u
<l 6

(a) M_ =0.3

--- ,"'o.l.eFD
- - - - '=0.2. eFo

t~O.4. CFD
- - ~ - 1"'0.6. CFD

1"'-0.1,Analytic
t"'O.2. Analytic

o 1·-·-004, Annlyuc
o 1~·O.6, Analytic

xfC

(b) M_=0.5 10 15 20 25
Distance traveled in semi-chords. s

JO

1"'O.I.CFD
- - - - 1~).2. CFD

t"'Oo4.CFD
- - - - 1==0.6, CFD

1=0.1. Analytic
1==0.2, Analytic

o t=OA. Analytic
o t==O.6, Analytic

(a) Lift response

0.5,-------------------,
M =: 0.5. NACA 0006

-~- r1
m

"'O"...la=I"
-~- (1.,,,=()" •..la=2"
-~- (l","'O" •..lfl~"

-~- IJ.,,,""Z",..la=-2"

-1.5

xfC

(c) M_ =0.8

10 15 20 25
Distance traveled in semi-chords. s

JO

Fig. 3. Comparison of surface pressure responses from CFD
results with exact linear theory for a step change in angle of

attack.

(b) Pitching moment response

Fig. 4. Normalized indicial responses calculated by CFD for
different step changes in angle of attack at M_ = 0.5.
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Mz(l,J. NACA 0006

s-se

S=<J.I

S-1.0

14

Fig. 6. Perturbed pressure contour for step input in angle of
attack at M~ = 0.3 .

for most unsteady problems. However, in the cases
where the nonlinearity of the flow fields becomes
dominant - shock wave or separation - the linearity
assumption no longer holds. Lee et al. (2003) showed
that nonlinear CFD indiciaI lift results at different
mean angles of attack am' and different magnitudes

of the step input L'la show significant discrepancies,
which lead the conclusion that the nonlinear indicial
responses carmot be easily generalized in functional
form. They also noticed that in all cases considered
the integrated values of airloads in the short time
(s ~ 5) - noncirculatory part - are linear and it is only

at later times (s ~ 10) - circulatory part - does this

behavior becomes nonlinear. By comparing the
indicial responses of positive and negative step inputs,
it was concluded that directionality effects seem to be
of second order in the practical sense.

16=-----------------,

,.;.,.-""1".~-."':1:'<;_<_::.;...>.

.l~· -. ~..u.,f~

Fig. 5. Temporal progress of chordwise pressure distribution
for 0 S; s S;1 at M ~ = 0.3 .

xiC

o
q

'b
b

'\
Q

"0"
.'1"'1.00..0-0 o

M=<J.3,NACA 0006 0-0-00-0

As mentioned earlier, the indicial functions based
on the linear piston theory produce accurate results

airfoil undergoing different step inputs in the angles
of attack. The computed responses are scaled to any
angle of attack and to any magnitude of the step input.
The scaled responses are shown as a function of the
nondimensional time, s .

There is an initial transient behavior in lift,
followed by an initial decay and then a more gradual
build up. Shortly after indicial motions are applied,
there is no circulation about the airfoil and the
airloads are entirely from noncirculatory origin.
During the intermediate time between the initial
noncirculatory loading and the [mal circulatory
loading, the flow adjustments are very complex. This
flow involves the propagation and reflection of
pressure wave-like disturbances, and the simultaneous
creation of circulation about the airfoil.

It is clearly seen that the magnitudes of the step
inputs have little influence on the lift and pitching
moment responses. This indicates that the basic
assumption of the linear indicial theory is valid at this
subcritical region. The directional behavior of the
indicial responses can be investigated by applying
positive and negative steps and comparing the
equivalent normalized indicial responses.

Notice that the indicial responses of am = 0° ,

L'la = 2° and am = 2°, L'la = _2° collapse on each

other, indicating that the directionality is negligible at
this speed region. For a more rigorous investigation of
directionality, the chordwise pressure distribution and
the development of the flow after the indicial input
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows that the
CFD can capture the progression of the pressure
waves from the leading edge and the trailing edge.
The chordwise pressure distributions among the cases
are in good agreement. Note that the pressure around
the leading edge increases with time, while the
pressure at the trailing edge decreases with time. The
pressure distributions are shown to be smooth and no
discontinuity is observed. Perturbation pressure con
tours in the flowfield are shown in Fig. 6 for
M = 0.3 . The perturbation pressures are obtained by

subtracting the steady state pressure from the present
pressure waves.

Overall, it is concluded that at subcritical Mach
numbers, directionality issues are negligible.

3.4 Directionality at critical Mach number
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18
M9J.8. NACA 0006

The first thing to note in this figure is that the
indicial responses show different behavior unlike
those at the subcritical Mach number. It is easily
found that the indicial responses have a strong
dependency on the initial mean angle of attack and
the magnitude of the step input. This indicates that the
validity of the linear indicial theory does not hold at
this critical Mach number, which leads to the
conclusion that the indicial response functions should
be modified as functions of the mean angle of attack
and step input for correct inclusion in the com
prehensive codes.

It is obviously' shown that the directionality is not
significant in the lift indicial responses but is only
slightly dependent on the mean angles of attack am

and the magnitude of step input ila. On the contrary,

one may notice that the pitching moment indicial
responses have substantial directionality in Cases 2
and 3.

For Case I where am and So: are relatively small,

the directionality in pitching moment responses is not
apparent except at the noncirculatory region.
However, in Cases 2 and 3, the pitching moment
indicial responses show considerably different
behavior with time depending on the direction of step
input. The normalized indicial responses for pitching
moment persist even until s=70 in Case 2. Note that
the discrepancy is significant even around the
noncirculatory region. In the frequency domain, the
noncirculatory region corresponds to the high fre
quency region. Hence, the computed results indicate
that the nonlinear indicial response functions which
do not consider directionality effects would yield
inaccurate solutions for cases such as the cases of the
airfoils oscillating at high frequency. A more detailed
discussion will be addressed in a separate paper.

Figure 8 shows the perturbed surface pressure
contours from s = 0.1 to s = 10 for Case 2. The
perturbed surface pressure contours in the flow field
are obtained by subtracting the steady state pressure
from the current pressure to remove the thickness
effects. It is clearly illustrated that the pressure
disturbance builds up and propagates as time
progresses. Unlike in the subcritical Mach number,
distinct asymmetry exists in the pressure distribution
depending on the initial mean angle of attack and the
direction of the step input.

In general, the shock location on the airfoil moves
backwards with the increase of the angle of attack.

100

100

---r-
c .. " 3",~Cl=-IP

M9J.8. NACA 0006

20 40 60 80
Distance traveled in semi-chords.s

(a) Lift response

20 40 60 80
Distancetraveled in semi-chords.s

(b) Pitching moment response

Cl,. =o.j.", ua=-2"

12

16

14

-3

OJ
.::"!
u· IO

-o

OJ -I

:'2
u'
<l

20C-----------------,

Case(l) am=O°, /';.a=l" vs. am=l", /';.a=-lo

Case(2) am =2°, /';.a=l" vs. am =3", /';.a=-l"

Case (3) am = 2" , /';.a = 2" vs. am = 4" , Sa = _2"

However, it seems that a more comprehensive
research is required in order to draw some general
conclusions about the origin and trends of
directionality. In this study, directionality in the
nonlinear indicial responses is investigated in more
detail by using numerical analyses. To this end, a
series of computations are performed by applying
positive and negative steps at various mean angles of
attack.

First, the normalized aerodynamic responses are
shown in Fig. 7 for three different cases in order to
clarify the existence of directionality at the critical
Mach number region.

Fig. 7. Normalized indicial responses for different mean
angle and step changes in angle of attack at M_ = 0.8.
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M=O.8,NACA 0006
M=O.3, NACA 0006
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17.01
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7.26
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2.38
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x/C

(a) ctm =2",!:>ct =2°

M=O.8, NACA 0006

xiC

(b) a; =4",!:>a=-2"

(I,,, = ·r. ,\u--2

M >=o.!!. ~ A 0006

InilialShock Location
I
I

! .. I.O

M .. O.8. :'lACA 0006
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-----."-s"'O.2
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--5"'1.0

J-O.I

~-1t.2
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Fig. 9. Temporal progress of chordwise pressure distribution

for O$s$lat ,1--1_=0.8.

Fig. 10. Comparison of perturbed pressure contours for di
fferent direction of step input.
(left : positive a; = 2",!:>ct = 2", right : negative am = 4",
!:>ct=-2U

)

Fig. 8. Chordwise pressure difference contour with time, s for
different mean angle and step size

(left : positive ctm = 2",!:>ct = 2" , right : negative a; = 4",

Sa =-2" ).

For a positive step input (am =2" and /':,.a =2" ), the

shock stands at around mid-chord. The initial shock
location for a negative step input (am = 4" and

Sa = -2" ) is about 3 quarter chord. The difference in

the initial shock location persists in the ensuing
pressure distribution. At s = 5 where the circulatory

airloads begin to build up, the discontinuity of the
pressure distribution is apparently visible and
becomes stronger as time elapses.

In an effort to investigate the ongm of direc
tionality in the pitching moment indicial responses,
the instantaneous perturbed pressure coefficients are
depicted for various temporal locations as in Fig, 9.
Note the perturbed pressure distributions with time in
Fig. 9 in comparison with Fig. 6. It is readily seen that
there exists a pressure jump on the airfoil right after
the step input is applied, s=Ql. The discontinuity of

the pressure distribution at the initial stage is due to
the shock wave on the airfoil surface, The discon
tinuous pressure jump evolves with time as the initial
shock moves toward the final location. The forward
moving pressure wave and the aft moving pressure
waves are clearly shown in Fig. 10. It can be also
found from the perturbed pressure contours that the
pressure distribution is significantly different from
each other even at the early stage of indicial responses.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the temporal progress
of chordwise pressure distribution and contours at the
circulatory flow region. Note that the circulation
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Fig. 12. Comparison of perturbed
different direction of step input.
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Fig. II, Temporal progress of chordwise pressure distribution
for 10 $ s $ 100 .

around the airfoil begins to build up and the perturbed
pressure reaches its maximum at around s = 10, In

the case of the positive step input (am = 2", Sa = 2" ),

the shock wave moves backwards from the initial to
the final position. On the contrary, in case of the
negative step input the shock wave moves forwards
from the initial to the final position, As expected
theoretically, the final shock position of the positive
step input case is almost the same as the initial
position of the negative step input case, The
movement ofthe shock wave and ensuing asymmetry
ofthe perturbed pressure are clearly shown in Fig, 12.
It is seen that the region of discontinuity in the
pressure becomes wider as the time progresses and
the direction of the pressure evolution is dependent on
the initial mean angle of attack. It should be noted
here that the difference of the pitching moment

responses becomes less than 0.0 I only after s =70 '

This implies that the directionality should be of major
consideration at the critical Mach number, especially
for the pitching moment indicial responses,

To quantify the directionality due to shock presence
at the critical Mach number, the directionality factor J
is defined as follows, It is the average value for the
certain period of time of the absolute difference in the
pitching moments for the direction of step input.

(14)

where 8
m
", is set to 100 and ds is 0,2.

Figure 13 illustrates the directionality factors for
various mean angles of attack am at which the step

input is applied and the magnitudes of the step inputs,
The computations are performed for 4 different mean
angles of attack, am = 0",1",2",3" and for 4 different

step inputs, Sa = l",2",3",4" , It can be seen that the
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Fig. 13. Comparison of directionality factor with respect to
am am and aa .

(a) Lift response

NACA0006

directionality has a general tendency to increase with
the magnitude of the step input for a given angle of
attack. However, for the case of am = 2" , the

directionality decreases after 6a = 2" , the reason

for which is not understood yet. The computed results
indicate that the directionality of the indicial
responses at the critical Mach number has an irregular
and nonlinear behavior. Hence, it is expected that
much effort should be taken further in order to take
the directionality of the indicial responses into
modem-day comprehensive codes such as CAMRAD
II and FlightLab. Finally, the effects of Mach number
and airfoil thickness on directionality have been also
examined. The comparison of directionality factor
with respect to the Mach number is made in Fig. 14.
As expected, it is found that no directionality exists
for both lift and pitching moment indicial responses at
the subcritical Mach number. On the contrary, once
the shock occurs, directionality is shown to be
obvious. Intuitively, it is expected that the di
rectionality should increase with the free stream
Mach number. However, it is not the case as shown in
the figure.

Figure 15 shows the influence of airfoil thickness
on the directionality of indicial responses for
(tICL=6, 12 and 15%.Itisfound(inthefigure)

that the directionality decreases with the airfoil
thickness. Although it seems rather paradoxical, it is
due to the fact that once the shock occurs on the
airfoil, the difference in the initial shock locations,
which are shown to have a dominant effect on the
directionality decreases with the Mach number and
thickness. This implies that the initial shock locations
are the most important factor of directionality.

M=Q.5

·2

-2.5

:0 40 60 80
Distance traveled by scmi-chords,s

(b) Pitching moment response

Fig. 14. Influence of Mach number on the directionality of
indicial responses.

4. Concluding remarks

In the present study, an unsteady Euler solver was
modified to investigate the directionality of nonlinear
indicial response to a step change in the angle of
attack. The pitching moment indicial responses and
the pressure contours were shown for various cases to
explain the origin of the directionality.

Based on the analyses of the computed results, the
following conclusions have been drawn.

l. It is confirmed again in this paper that the
indicial responses have highly nonlinear behavior at
the critical Mach number and there exists a significant
directionality with respect to the mean angles of
attack and the magnitudes of the step input.

2. It has been shown that the directionality at the
critical Mach number stems from the initial
asymmetry of the shock locations at different mean
angles of attack. The indicial lift responses are found
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difference in the initial shock locations, which were
shown to dominant effect on the directionality de
creased with the Mach number and thickness. This
implied that the initial shock locations are the most
important factor of the directionality.
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Fig. 15. Influence of thickness on the directionality of indicia!
responses for (lic)",,,, = 0.06,0.12 and 0.15.

to be insensitive to the direction of the step input,
while the pitching moment has a strong directionality
due to the asymmetric distribution of the pressure on
the airfoil chord.

3. In order to quantify the directionality, the di
rectionality factor J was defined. The directionality
factors for various mean angles of attack and step
inputs were compared for M = 0.8. It is shown that
the directionality tended to increase with the mean
angles of attack and the step inputs. However, the
behavior is highly nonlinear and no generalization
was possible to be drawn.

4. The effects of Mach number and airfoil thickness
on the directionality were also examined. For the
same airfoil, the directionality was found to decrease
with the Mach number and airfoil thickness. Although
it seemed rather paradoxical, it was due to the fact
that once the shock occurred on the airfoil, the
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Nomenclature -------------

a :Angle ofattack
Urn : Mean angle of attack
!'!.a : lncrement(decrement) of angle of attack
1;" 11 : Time dependent curvilinear coordinates
p; : Free stream density
(J) : Frequencyof oscillatingairfoil motion (rad/sec)
a, : Speed of sound
An : Coefficient of circulatory indicial response

functions
b, : Exponents of indicial response fi.mctions
c : Airfoil chord
Cm : Pitching moment coefficient about 0,25-chord
C, : Normal force coefficient
E, F : Convective fluxes
J : Jacobian of transformation matrix
k : Reduced frequency = ox: / 2V

MDD : Zero-lift drag divergence Mach number
M~ : Free stream Mach number
Q : Vectorof conservative variables
q : Normalized pitch rate = £Xc / V
s : Distance in semi-chords = 2Vt / c

: Non-dimensionalized physical time
Xac : Non-dimensional center of pressure
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